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Dear Contributor(s):

Much obliged to you for presenting your Contribution for distribution. So as to assist the altering and
distributing process and empower Publisher to scatter your Contribution to the furthest reaches, we need
this Agreement executed. In the event that the Contribution isn't acknowledged for distribution, or if the
Contribution is along these lines dismissed, this Agreement will be invalid and void. Distribution can't
continue without a consented to duplicate of this Arrangement.
A. TERMS OF USE
1.
The Contribution will be made Open Access under the provisions of the Creative Commons
Attribution-Noncommercial License which grants use, dissemination and propagation in any medium,
gave that the Contribution is appropriately referred to and isn't utilized for business purposes.
2.
For a comprehension of what is implied by the particulars of the Creative Commons License,
if
you
don't
mind
allude
to
Publisher's
Open
Access
Terms
and
Conditions
(http://ijmi.ir/index.php/IJMI/about/editorialPolicies#openAccessPolicy).
3.
The Contributor may utilize the submitted and companion investigated forms of the
Contribution before distribution, gave that the last Contribution is referred to properly as gone ahead
in passage F underneath. Nothing in this will allow double distribution infringing upon diary production
morals and negligence.
4.
The Owner (and Publisher) maintains all authority to expect changes to the Contribution,
including changes to the length of the Contribution, as a state of acknowledgment. The Owner (and
Publisher) saves the right, despite acknowledgment, not to distribute the Contribution if in any
capacity whatsoever such production would in the sensible judgment of the Owner (and Publisher),
bring about legitimate risk or infringement of diary moral practices. On the off chance that the Owner
(or Publisher) chooses not to distribute the Contribution, no Article Processing Charge or some other
expense will be charged. The Contributor is allowed to present the Contribution to some other diary
from some other distributer.
B. RETAINED RIGHTS
The Contributor holds every exclusive right notwithstanding copyright, for example, patent rights in
any procedure, system or article of assembling portrayed in the Contribution.
C. LICENSE
Notwithstanding the non-selective rights the Owner has under the CC-BY-NC permit, the Contributor
awards to the Owner, during the full term of the Contributor's copyright and any augmentations or
recharges, a restrictive permit of all privileges of copyright in and to the Contribution, and all rights in
that, including yet not constrained to one side to distribute, republish, transmit, sell, circulate and
generally utilize the Contribution in entire or to some degree all through the world, in all dialects and
in all media of articulation currently known or later created, for business purposes, and to permit or
allow others to do as such. Such restrictive rights don't strife with the rights conceded to clients under
the conditions of the Creative Commons Attribution Non-Commercial License.

D. CONTRIBUTIONS OWNED BY EMPLOYER
In the event that the Contribution was composed by the Contributor throughout the Contributor's
business (as a "work-made-for-procure") and the business claims the copyright in the Contribution, at
that point the business organization/establishment must execute this Agreement (notwithstanding the
Contributor) in the space gave underneath. In such case, the organization/foundation thus awards to
the Owner, during the full term of copyright, a select permit of all privileges of copyright in and to the
Contribution all through the world for business purposes as determined in section C above.
E. GOVERNMENT CONTRACTS
On account of a Contribution arranged under Government contract or award, the Government may
repeat, without charge, all or parts of the Contribution and may approve others to do as such, for
authority Government purposes just, if the Government contract or award so requires.
F. COPYRIGHT NOTICE
Proprietor (and Publisher), the Contributor, and the organization/establishment concur that all
duplicates of the Contribution or any part thereof circulated or posted by them in print or electronic
configuration as allowed in this will incorporate the notice of copyright as stipulated in the Journal
and a full reference to the last distributed rendition of the Contribution in the Journal as distributed
by Publisher.
G. CONTRIBUTOR'S REPRESENTATIONS
The Contributor speaks to that: (I) the Contribution is the Contributor's unique work, all people
distinguished as Contributors really added to the Contribution, and all people who contributed are
incorporated; (ii) if the Contribution was arranged mutually, the Contributor has educated the coContributors of the particulars of this Agreement and has acquired their marked composed consent
to execute this Agreement for their benefit as their operator; (iii) the Contribution is submitted
uniquely to this Journal and has not been distributed previously, has not been incorporated into
another original copy, and isn't as of now under thought or acknowledged for production somewhere
else; (iv) if selections from copyrighted works possessed by outsiders are incorporated, the
Contributor will get composed authorization from the copyright proprietors for all uses as set out in
the standard consents structure or the Journal's Author Guidelines, and show credit to the sources
in the Contribution; (v) the Contribution and any submitted Supporting Information contains no
slanderous or unlawful articulations, does not encroach upon the rights (counting without
confinement the copyright, patent or trademark rights) or the protection of others, bring about any
break of classification, disregard an agreement or any law, or contain material or directions that may
cause mischief or damage and just use information that has been gotten as per relevant legitimate
necessities and Journal arrangements; (vi) there are no irreconcilable situations identifying with the
Contribution, aside from as uncovered. In like manner, the Contributor speaks to that the
accompanying data will be obviously recognized on the Contribution: (1) all money related and
material help for the exploration and work; (2) any monetary premiums the Contributor or any coContributors may have in organizations or different substances that have an enthusiasm for the data
in the Contribution or any submitted Supporting Information (e.g., awards, warning sheets, business,
consultancies, contracts, honoraria, eminences, master declaration, associations, or stock
possession); and (3) sign of no such budgetary premiums if fitting.
Distributer saves the right, despite acknowledgment, to expect changes to the Contribution, including
changes to the length of the Contribution, and the privilege not to distribute the Contribution if in
any way, shape or form such production would in the sensible judgment of Publisher, bring about
legitimate risk or infringement of diary moral practices.
H. USE OF INFORMATION
The Contributor recognizes that, during the term of this Agreement and from there on, the Owner
(and Publisher) may process the Contributor's own information, including putting away or moving
information outside of the nation of the Contributor's habitation, so as to process exchanges identified
with this Agreement and to speak with the Contributor, and that the Publisher has an authentic
enthusiasm for handling the Contributor's own information. By going into this Agreement, the
Contributor consents to the handling of the Contributor's own information (and, where relevant,
affirms that the Contributor has gotten the authorization from every single other supporter of
procedure their own information). Distributer will follow every single relevant law, rules and guidelines
identifying with information insurance and security and will process such close to home information
as
per
Publisher's
Privacy
Policy
situated
at:
[http://ijmi.ir/index.php/IJMI/about/submissions#privacyStatement]

I consent to the OPEN ACCESS AGREEMENT as appeared above, agree to execution and conveyance
of the Open Access Agreement electronically and concur that an electronic mark will be given a similar
lawful power as a transcribed mark, and have gotten composed authorization from every other
supporter of execute this Agreement for their sake.
Contributor's signature
Date
Type or print name and title

SELECT FROM OPTIONS BELOW:
[ ] Contributor-owned work
[ ] U.S. Government work
Note to U.S. Government Employees
A commitment arranged by a U.S. national government representative as a component of the
worker's authentic obligations, or which is an authority U.S. Government distribution, is known as a
"U.S. Government work", and is in the open space in the United States. On the off chance that the
Contribution was not set up as a feature of the representative's obligations or isn't an authority U.S.
government production, it's anything but a U.S. Government work. Patron recognizes that the
Contribution will be distributed in the United States and different nations. Kindly sign the structure
to affirm Contributor Representations. On the off chance that at any rate one author isn't a U.S.
government worker, at that point the non-government author should likewise sign the structure,
demonstrating move of those rights which that author has and choosing the fitting extra possession
choice alternative. On the off chance that more than one author isn't a U.S. government
representative, one may sign for the benefit of the others.
[ ] U.K. Government work (Crown Copyright)
Note to U.K. Government Employees
The rights in a commitment arranged by a representative of a UK government office, office or other
Crown body as a component of his/her official obligations, or which is an official government
production, have a place with the Crown and should be made accessible under the provisions of the
Open Government License. Benefactors must guarantee they agree to departmental guidelines and
present the proper approval to distribute. In the event that your status as an administration worker
legitimately keeps you from consenting to this Arrangement, if you don't mind contact the Journal
creation proofreader. In the event that this determination does not have any significant bearing to
at any rate one author in the gathering, this author should likewise sign the structure, demonstrating
move of those rights which that author has and choosing the proper extra proprietorship choice. In
the event that this applies to more than one author, one may sign for the others.
[ ] Other

Counting Other Government work or Non-Governmental Organization work
Note to Non-U.S., Non-U.K. Government Employees or Non-Governmental Organization Employees If
you are utilized by the World Health Organization or UNU-WIDER, it would be ideal if you download a
duplicate of the permit understanding from and transfer the structure to the Journal. On the off chance
that your status as a legislature or non-administrative association representative lawfully keeps you from
consenting to this Arrangement, it would be ideal if you contact the Journal manager. On the off chance
that this choice does not make a difference to in any event one author in the gathering, this author should
likewise sign the structure, demonstrating move of those rights which that author has and choosing the
suitable extra proprietorship choice alternative. On the off chance that this applies to more than one
author, one may sign in the interest of the others.
Name of Government/Non-Governmental Organization:
[ ] Company/institution owned work (made for hire in the course of employment)
On the off chance that this choice does not make a difference to in any event one author in the
gathering, this author should likewise sign the structure, showing move of those rights which that
author has and choosing the suitable extra possession choice. On the off chance that this applies to
more than one author, one may sign in the interest of the others.
Name of Company/Institution:
Authorized Signature of Employer:
Date
Signature of Employee:
Date:

